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RADIOACTIVITY OF INDIUM-I09 AND TIN -109 

Michael D. Petroff 

Radiation Laboratory and Department of Physics 
Uni ve rsity of California, Be rkeley, California 

October·2, 1956 

ABSTRACT 

An investigation of the beta and gamma radiations from the 4.3-

hour radioactive isotope In 109 has been made with a magnetic -lens beta

ray spectrometer. On the basis of the observed positron spectrum and 

the measurement of the conversion coefficients of the more intense 

gamma rays a decay scheme for In 109 is proposed. The spins and 

parities of the levels of Cd 109 that are involved in the decay scheme are 

discus sed in relation to the known levels of Cd Ill, The investigation 

included the measurement of the half life of a 58 -kev isomeric transition 

in Cd 109 which yielded a value of 12·± 3. x 10...;6 second. 

The investigation of the products of alpha-particle bombardment of 

c,admium enriChed in Cd 106 has resulted in the as signment of an 18-

minute electron capture and positron and gamma activity to the isotope 

Sn 109. The information obtained on the radioactivity of this isotope is 

discussed with reference to the occurrence of isomerism among odd

nucleon-number indium isotopes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The extensive information accumulated on n~clei since the dis-
~ . .' - . . - . 

covery of the ~eans of artlficially producing radioactive isotopes con-

sists principally of life times, spins of ground states, disintegration 

energies, and energies 'of the observed p,articles and y rays that are 

emitted., Despite' the wealth of such information, the conversion co

efhcient~ and K/L ratios of'~ 'transitio~~ observedi~ the de~ay of a, 

particular isotope have been ~easu~ed onlyin relativelyfew ~ases. 
, ",' ." '.! • 

Consequently, assignments of spin and parity to the excited states of 

nuclei have been done for only a small pa.rt '6f all the nuclei that can be 

produced artifidally. Still fewer a~e cases where the spins and parities 
" -

of the excited states of two or more neighboring odd- or even-A nuclei 

have been thoroughly investigated. The information from such groups 

of neighboring isotopes is of considerable value to the refinement of 

theoretical models for which evidence is otherwise drawn almost ex

clusively from the properties of the ground states of nuclei. If one con~ 

siders that the evidence fot: strong interactions found in nuclear reactions 

is derived from the properties of the compound nucleus, which is always 

formed in a state of high excitatiqn energy, one would then expect that 

the energie,s of the first few.excited states of a nucleus can be described 

by a refinement of the shell. model, which appropriately considers the 

effect of interactions between the nucleons of an intermediate character. 

In particular, when we consider neighboring odd-A nuclei in the region 

of magic numbers, a refinement of the shell model by inclusion of the 

interactions between protons and neutrons has been used with some success 

to explain the energy trends of certain levels when the nucleon number of 

the n~clei being considered changes by two p;otons or two neutrons. I 

In this connection, the information on the levels of Cd l09 obtained from 

the study of the radioactivity of In 109 may be of importance , as the levels 

of the neighboring Cd III have been thoroughly studied through the decay 

of In 111 and Ag III A possible theoretical approach consists of fitting 

the parameters of a given model to the experimental levels of Cd
lll 

and 
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checking the validity of the model' by comparing with the obse rved levels 

of Cd 109 the theoretical levels predicted upqn consideration of the 
, "" 111 ., '" " " 

effect of deleting two neU:tronsfrom the Cd nucleus. , 

, 'The study of th~ radi~~c~ivity of Sn 109 has not been carried out 

tothesame ext~nt as ·that of In 109 beca~se of the short 'h~lf life with 

w'hich it'decays. Nevertheless, information obtained in this work is of 
, " " ,'109 ,"" 

sign:ificance in that it indicates an isomeric, state of In with a half 

iif~ l~ss than two minutes. This isomer ap~ears to be of the sa~e type 
. '113 "115 as occurs In In and In '. 

The investigation of In 109 and Sn 109 has yielded important in

formation on two mor~ '109 isobars in addition to what is known about 

the
' " 109 ',,109 109 
decay of Cd ,Ag ,and Pd ,. 

, .... 

I 
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RADIOACTIVITY OF INDIUM-:I09. 

Brief Summary of Earlier ExperiIl1e~ts 

. '. . '. 109' "' ... ' '. 
The 4.3,-hour In activity was first observed by Bradt and 

. I 2 . . . . .. 
Tendam as a product of a-particle bombardment of silver. Mallary 

3' .... "109 .' ". .' . ) . ." . 
and Poole produced In by proton and deute ron bombardrI1ent of 

. . ' ..' 106· '108 . 
cadmlUm enr1ched m Cd' and Cd . As a result of their experi-

ments the mass number 109 assigned to this indium activity was 

definitely established. The positron and conversion -electron spectra 

of In
109 

were also observed by McGinnis 
4 

in the course of his .investi-
'111 ' . . ' 

gation of In The work of the observers mentioned above served to 
109 . . \. 109 . 

dete rmine that In decays to Cd by electron capture and positron 

emission with a maximum positron energy of 0.75 Mev and that '( transi

tions, with the energies 0.058, 0.205, 0.347 and 0.427 Mev are involved 

in the decay. In the course of investigation of other In and Sn isotopes 

some results diffe~ent from those of McGinnis were obtained. 5 A 
. 109 

further study of In w?-s undertaken to augment and to check the in-

formation obtained in the earlier experiments with the aim of establish

ing the decay scheme. 

General Experimental Procedure and Apparatus 

In 109 was produced by bombarding silver foil with a. particles 

from the University of California 60..,inch cyclotron. The 48 -Mev 

alpha beam was degrade~ by means of copper foil to approximately 

26 Mev so as to maximize the (0.,2n) yield in accordance with Ghoshal's 

cross -section measurements of the (a, 2n) reaction for silver. 6 , Since 
. . 107 . 

natural silver consists of an approximately equal mixture of Ag and 
109 . 109 In . " . 

Ag ,both In . and In are produced by the (u, 2n) reaction. In 
.. .•. . . 109 
order to study weak '( transitions in the decay of In ,which would 

otherwise b:eobscured by the In III spectrum, targets of AgCl, with the 

01 . • h d 0 107 99(]f '1 d t d '1 109 Sl vel' enl'lC e 1n Ag to '/0, were a so use 0 pro uce, n . 
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The indium activities pr'oduced in the b~r'hb~rdm'ents were chemically 

separated with the Cl,idof indiu~ c:a.rri,e r.
5 

In several bombardments the 

chemical separation was completed less than 40 minutes after the end 

of the boinbarclrnentto'lbok for the possibility that In 109 may have an 

isomeric state with a nalflife shorter than the ground state. 

The principal piec'e of equipment used to study the radiations 
109· ., . ." . 

from In was a magnetic -lens~-ray spectrometer of the type described 

by Siegbahn. 7. -This spectrometer was constructed by Hayward
8 

and 

subsequentl y improved with the introduttionof 'a ring baffle near the 

detector, 9'giving a resolution of 1.59/0. ' A Geiger tube detector, designed 

to maintain uniform characteristics over long periods of time and high 

coUritingrates, was a modification that appreciably raised the per

formanceof the spectrometer. The y spettrunlwas studied wlthNaI(T1) 

crystals mounted' on 6292 photomultiplier tubes and a unit consisting of 

two pulse -height analyzer Circuits with a coincidence output. A special 

1.5 -mm ~t1i.iCk NaI crystal was' used 'for x-ray detec'tion and pulse ':'height 

analysis; The y spectrum was also measured by means of an external 

goiIdconverter'placed over the source in the ~-ray spectrometer. ~-y 

coincidence experiments were done with stilbene and anthracene c'rystals 

mounted on 6292 photomultiplier tubes. 

Experimental Results 

The Positron .Spectrum ofIndium-109 

A· Fermi plot of the positron spectrum IS shown ln Fig. 1. Afte r 

,subtraction of hack ground and the 2;25-Mev component due to the 5-hour 

In
llOm

, the maxirrium energy of In 109 positrons is 0.795 ± 0.010 Mev 

( F " 2) I 110m" '1 ' "t th t" b b d" see Ig. ... n···· IS,a so present, Slnce a .. e op Imum om ar Ing 

energy for an (a,'2n)r~actibn,:the (a, n) cross section is of the order of 

1/4 of the (d, 2n) tross'seCti'on. 

" 
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Th f . f I 109 d . d . h' .. e ractlon 0 n ecays aSSOC1ate W1t posItron em1ss10n 

was evaluated by a comparison of two areas derived from data obtained 

with the same source in the l3-ray spectrometer. One was the area 

under the momentum distribution of the positron spectrum, and the other 

was the area calculated from the K and L conversion electron line s of 
" " 109 

the 0.087 -Mev transition in the decay of the 470-day Cd daughter of 

In 109• Both areas were evaluated from curves obtained by dividing the 

points of the observed spectrum by their momentum positions. Since 

Cd 109 is known to decay by electron capture to the first excited 7/2(+) 

state of Ag 109 at 0.087 Mev above the 1/2(-) ground state, 10 and the 

conversion coefficient has been measureda$ 6, the are"a u~der 

momentum distribution of the K and L conversion electrons after all the 
109." 109 

In nucle1 had decayed can be used to ,evaluate the number of Cd 

nuclei in the source. This number is equal to the number of In 109 

n"uclei: in the source immediately after the chemical separation. If 

Al and A Z are the positron, and the 0.087 -Mev transition areas re

spectively' corrected for decay to the time of the chemica'! separation, 

tl and t2 the corresponding half lives ofIn 109 and Cd
109

, and a' the 

conversion coefficient of the 0.087 -Mev transition, then the fraction of 

I 109 d . h h' .,. ". b n ecays occurnng t roug pos1tron em1SS1on lS glven y 

Such an analysis gives a value of 0.063 ± 0~006 for the positron decay 

fraction. With this value, the 4.3 -hour half life and the 0.795 -Mev 

maximum positron energy,log ft is equal to 4.95 ± 0.01 and hence the 

decay is in the class of allowed f3 transitions. 
11 

Theoretical calculations iricluding the screening effect, which 

have proved to coincide with experimental results within a margin of 

50/0, indicate that for aO. 795 -"Mev allowed 13 decay of indium the 

rati:o" of electron capture to positron ernis sion should be 8.9. Compari

son of this theoretical value with the positron decay fraction suggests 
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In110 2.25 Mev 
o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

.5 1.0 1.5 .2.0 

EN ERGY (Mev) 
MU-1230B 

•• . •••• .. .0 ···109; 
Fig. 1. Fermi analysis of the positron spectrum of In . . The 

" " "data we re taken 4.5 . hours afte r ~he ch'emical separation "of indium 
and 6 hours after the end of the.bombardment. 
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Fig. 2. Fermi plot of the In109 positron spectrum after subtraction 
of the In 110 2.25 -Mev positron spectrum: 
A. Without correction for the screening effect; 
B. With correction for screening; 
C. After subtraction of the extrapolated 

0.795 -Mev positron contribution; 
D. Contribution of a 0.368 -Mev positron spectrum 

for a branching rati'O ~+(0.795)/~+(0.368) = 50. 
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that there may be branching in the ~ decay of In109 . The Fermi analysis 

given in Fig. 2 'shows that 'after subtraction of the 0.795-Mev component 

the resulting curve could be interpreted as due to an additional positron 

spectrum with a maximum energy of approximately 0.30 Mev. However, 

if theoretical values of ratios of electron capture to positron emission 

for a 0.3·-Mev ~ decayare considered, the points on this resultant curve 

appear at least four times too high. One must conclude that most of the 

remainder curve is due to back;,:.scattering as a result of source thickness 

and backing. If the indicated statistical error is kept in mind, it is not 

difficult to see that the experimental curve is c.onsistent with appreciable 
, '. ' . 109, , 

electron-capture decay to any levels ln Cd about 0.40 Mev above the 

level to which the O. 795-Mev positron decays take place. On the basis 

'of these considerations it is entirely possible that in addition to the 

allowed ~ decay, which is readily observed;' there are other allowed 

electron-capture branches,' with ratios of electron capture to positron 

emission greater than 200, to higher ex.cited statesofCd 109 in the 

region 0.4 Mev above the level populated by the observed positron decay. 

To illustrate this point, and with a view of the later discussion of the 

decay scheme of In 109, the P9sitron contribution of an ',electron capture 

an,d positron decay to a level 0.427 Mev above the level populated by the 

observed positron decay is shown in Fig. 2. This contribution was cal

culated assuming p. theoretical branching ratio for allowed posit~on de-

cays ~(0.795/~(0.368) approximately equal to 50. 

,I 
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Gamma Transitions in the Decay of Indium-l09 

Figures 3 and 4 show the conversion-electron spectrum of indium 

sources made from Ag
l07 

Cl bombarded with a particles. The assign

ment of observed lines to the decay of In 109 is based primarily on the 

4.3-hour half life with which they. were observed to decay. Table I 

summarizes the ·information obtained from the conversion-electron 

spectrum, the '(-ray spectrum shown in Fig. 5, the electron spectrum 

(see Figs. 6 and 7) obtained wh~nan. external gold converter was used,' 

and other experiments designed to study the individual transitions in 

more detail. The experiments pertaining to the results presented in 

Table I are discussed in Appendix!. 

In addition to the'( transitions shown in Table I a number of other 

transitions were observed. From the strongest source prepared after 

the bombardment of Ag
l07 

the conversion electron spectrum indicated 

the presence of very weak transitions with the folloWing energies: 

0.516, 0.530, 0.618, 0.710, 0.805, and l.l5 Mev. Since.these transitions 

do not appear in the known d~cay of In llOm and their half life is of the 
. . . 109 

orde r of 4 hours, they mus t belong to the decay of In . A more de-

tailed and accurate study of these transitions would require source 

strengths beyond the limit imposed by the maximum beam current of 

the cyclotron~ hence no information. as to their multipolarities was ob

tained. 

, Th'e 0.058-Mev transition.was found to have a 12 ± 3 x 10 -6 -second 

half life associated with it. The experimental arrangement u_sed in the 

half-life determination is described in-detail in Appendix 1. 
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T abl:e:r~';r 

~================~================-=======~==~~ 
Summary of the analysis of the y and conversion-electron spectrum of 

Relative 
Tran- inten-
sition sity of 
energy conversion 
(Mev) electrons 

0.0580 0,49± .03 
±.0005 

0.205 ± .00 1 1.0 

-

0.227 ±, .00 1 0.02 ±0.OO7 

0.285 ± .002 0.0145 
±.003 

0.325 ± .003 0.0065 
±.002 

0.347 ± .003 0.0135 
±.002 

0,427 ± .003 0.017± .002 

0.632 ± .005 0.018 ± .004 

Indium ~ 1 09 . 

Relative 
inten -
sity of Conver-
gamma sion co- K/L 
rays efficient ratio 

' (0.01 )5 I 0-.85 
±.O8 

1.0 0.07 ± .01 ':7 :6 
±0.4 

0.038 ± .020 0.04 ± .02. ---

- - -"- -- ------ 5.0 

------ ------ ---

0.04 ±" .01 0.020 ± .008 5.1 
, ±0.5 

.... ,0'.09:t .:02 0.014 ± .005 8.0 
±LO 

' 0,42 ± .20 0.0032 - --
f.oO 15 

I' 

Multi 
polar 
ity 

E2 

M1 

-.-..... --t 

Ml 
or E2 

M1 
or E2 

- - --

or 

i 
\. 

"":-~ 

E2 

-
M1 

-_._,-... 
M1 

E2 
,--
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The DecaY.Scheme oflndiu~~'109 

The present knowledge of the spins of th~ levels of odd-A indium 
" . , 

and cadmium isotopes provides sufficient material to predict that the 
. - 109· ',-
ground state of In has a spin of 9/2(+) and that the spin of the ground 

state ofCd
109 

is; in ~he orde; of likelihood; 5/2(+) or 7/2(+) (see 

Appendix II). Consistent with this, the expe rimental information obtained 

in the study of the positron spectrum of In 1 09 and the 'I transitions as 

summarized in Table I permits the proposal of a decay scheme which 
. 109 -

assumes that the ground state of In has a spin of 9/2(+) and the spin 

of the ground state of Cd l09 is 5/2(+). This':decay scheme is shown in 

Fig. 8, from which it ~s clear that the riist excited state of Cd 109 is an 

is~meric state which decays with the 12 x 10-6 -sec half life. For the 

first two excited states of Cd109 the experimental ,data were sufficiently 

accurate to allow the assignment of energies, spins, and parities with 

certainty. The next two levels in the decay scheme are based on -

measurements that have a large margin of error. However, as all 

other alternatives either were in conflict with even a broad inter-

pretation of the shell model or led to greater disagreement with 

theoretical transition probabilities, the assignments are believed to be 

quite reliable. A discussion of the considerations leading to the decay 

scheme in Fig. 8 is contained in ApI;>endix III. 

It is of considerable interest to -compare the spins and ene,!::gies 
. 109 

of the levels of Cd , as indicated in Fig. 10 with what is' known about 
. . III 

the levels of Cd . 
III 111 , 

The decay schemes of In and Ag have been stud1ed by 

1 ' , 4,12,13 A - f h . k h . severa 1nvestIgators. s a consequence 0 t e1r wor t e sp1ns 

and parities of the first five levels of Cd
111 

are well established (see 

Fig. 9). All the spins of the first four levels of Cd l09 , as proposed in 

Fig. 8, are also found among the first five levels of Cd Ill, The re-

It ' .. f d' I I' Cd- 109 dCd ll1 . a 1ve energy var1atIon 0 correspon 1ng eve s 1n an . 1S 

not larger than changes observed in other neighboring pairs of odd A 
. 14 III 
1sotopes. The Cd 11/2( -) level may have as its counterpart the 

0.53.0 -Mev level of Cd 
1

09. Unfortunately the spin of this level could not 

be inferred because the transitions associated with this level are very weak. • 
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DECAY S,CHEME OF In'09 

MU-12315 

Fig. 8. The decay scheme of In 109. 
The 1 evels and transitions indicated with dotted lines are 

, based'on inconclusive orma·rginal data. 
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Transitions involving the second 7/2(+) state (0.632 Mev) in Cd
109

, 

which are readily observed in the decay of Inl09, are not necessarily 

expected to have their analog in the decay of lnlll and Agl11 If there 

is a second 7/2(+) state in Cd ll1 it should be, as in Cd 109 , on the order 

of 0.43 Mev above the first 7/2(+) state. Electron-capture decay of 

Inlll to this state would either be energetically impossible or extremely 

weak, since the 2.8 -day half life for 'an allowed transition indicates that 

the energy available for electron capture to the first 7/2(+) state is 
, III 

about 0.4 0 Mev. Similarly, the decay of Ag to this level requires 

. a third-forbidden 13- transition to compete with a first-forbidden 

transitiori~ hence, the effects of the possible secdnd 7/2(+) state would 

not be observed. In view of these considerations, the spins assigned 
. 109 

to the levels of Cd are qualitatively consistent with wh(it is known 

about the levels of Cd Ill. 
, . 109 . 111 

The energy behavlor of the levels of Cd and Cd appears 

tobe in rough agreement with the configurations for the levels of 

Cd 109 suggested by the. shell model (see Appendix III). In Fig. 10 the 
, . 109 Ill' . 

energies of the observed states of Cd . andGd are plotted re-

lative to the 1!2(+) state. As a first approximation to the expected 

behavior of the various. levels, . the dotted lines in Fig. 10 represent 

the energy behavior of independent particle states with an additional 

interaction e~isting only between pairs of neutrons~hich can couple 

to give 'a total spin of zero. A delta-function attractive potential has 

. been effectively used to explain such coupling properties, 15 with the 

result that the pairing energy varies with the angular momenta of the 

coupled particles according to the relation 

.6.E = 2j + 1 

2A 
C, 

whe re A is the numbe r of nucleons and C has an empirical value on 

the order' of 25 Mev. The energy of a given configuration is then 

equal to the sum of the single -particle energies of the nucleons in the 

configuration and the coupling energies of the paired nucleons. The 
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single-particle energies were chosen so as to yield a best fit the Cd
109 

levels. For neutron riumbersbelow 59 the order of the levels indicated 

in Fig. 10 is just the si;~'gle -p~rticle-level order, and it is in reasonable 
...... "': .. , . 16 . 

agreement wIth the Suess, Haxel, and Jensen level scheme. The 

energy behavior r~presented by the dotted lines in Fig. 10 predicts that 
. 109 '111 . . . . 

the level orde r of Cd and Cd. should be the same, whe reas III 

113· . 
Cd· the 5/2 and 7/2 levels should experience a considerable energy 

change away from the spin 1/2 ground state. A more realistic model 

must include interactions between all the nucleons, although the greatest 

lowering of the energy of'a given state is still expected to be associated 

with the interaction between pairs of particles with the same angular 

momentum coupling to a total spin of zero. Furthermore, the average 

potential experienced by a given nucleon is not spherically syrnmetric2.l~ 

consequently, the wave function of a certain spin state is a linear com

'bination of wave functions of particles in a spherically symmetric 

potential well corresponding to different configurations with the same 

spin. A conside ration of these effects has been used to explain the 

experimentally observed smooth movement of energy levels with 

changes in nucleon number. In line with this and with regard to Fig. 10, 

a more realis tic behavior should be one in which the sudden discon

tinuitie s in the 5/2 and 7/2 lines between Cd III and Cd 113 are smoothened 

out over a greater range of odd neutron numbers. The experimental 

points for the spin 5/2 and 7/2 levels are in agreement with such a be

havior. Figure 10 merely explains the relative energy trend with in

creasing neutron number of the spin-S/2, 712, and 1/2 levels in the 

immediate region of 61 and 63 neutrons. Ve ry little significance can 

be attached to the. dotted lines outside this region, which predict, for, 

instance,' that the spin3/2 and 11/2 levels should lie on a horizontal 

line. Nevertheless, it is encouraging that the lines connecting the two 

3/2 states and the 11/2 states are closer to being hori~ontal than the 

lines connecting the 512 and 7/2 states. 

The above discussion suggests th-e';following conclusions: 

1. The spins of the levels of Cd109 and Cd III are in agreement with 

the gene ral shell-model level scheme and the strong pairing effect, 

, 
I 
\ 
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which has ove rwhelming empirical. ev;idenc;:e to'support it. 

2. The states of Cd
109 

and Cd
111

irl'Volve considerable configuration 

mixing as expected for odd neutronnumbers between magic numbers. 

In line twith this ,the observed transition probabilities areflot expected 

to follow single -particle estimates closely. 

3. The 11/2 level of Cd 109 is expected to have an energy about 0.50 

Mev above the ground state, indicating that theO. 530 -Mev level in 

Fig. 8 has a spin of 11/2(-). 
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RADIOACTIVITY OF TIN -109 

l?feta-decaysystematics 17 of Sri and In isotopes predict that the 
109 109 

disintegration energy associated with the decay of Sn . to In s·hould 

be on the order of 3.5 Mev. Guided by th.eassumption that .the decay in 
, 111 . f S .109 question is allowed, as 1nSn ,a search or n was undertaken 

with the expectation that the half life would b"e on the order of 10 minutes. 

The reaction chosen for the production of this isotope was Cd
106 

. 109. 106 
(a., n)Sn . S111ce' Cd has a natural abundance of only 1.20/0, it was 

t d · .' h d' Cd 106 Th t necessary 0 use ca mlum enr1C e 1n. . . e targe s were 

bombarded for 15 -minute pe riods and chemical separations of the tin 

activities were completed about 12 minutes after the end oithe bom

bardment. The tin sources were studied with the beta-ray,spectrom

eter: and in most cases the first readings were taken "about 10 minutes 

after the chemical separation had been completed. An analysis of the 

conversion electron spectra '(Fig. 11)0£ several sources.established 

tha t S n 1 09 has a half life of 18 mi nute sand tha t thef01:l0wi ng y ra ys 
109 mus t be attributed to the decay of 5n : 

y -ray energy 

1.12 . 

0.88.7 

0.658 

0.521 

0.335 

Relative 
intensity of 
conve rsion 
electron 

0.027 

0;'012 

'LOQO 

0.014 

0.098 

h f 109 . T e assignment 0 these y rays'to'Sn follows from the agreement 

between the I8-minute half·life a'ssociatedwiththese yrays and the 

observed 18-minute growth of theO.205.,.Mev conversion-electron 

peak of'In I09 (Fig.12.) The conversion electrons of a 0.078-Mev 

transition were also observed to .have a half life of18 minutes, and it 

was at first believed that this transition occurred in the decay of Sn 109 . 
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./EXTRAPOLATED 
4.3 HOUR DECAY 

o 20 40 60 80 /20 
. TIME A·FTER CHEMICAL SEPARATION (MINUTES) 

. ~ . 

MU-12319 

. . 109 .. 109 
Flg. 12. The decay ofSn and the growth of In :. 

A. The decay of the 0.658-Mev gamma rays of Sn 109 ; 
B. The growth and the decay of the K -conversion line of the 

0.205-Mev transition of I n 10 9; 109 . 
C. The decay of Sn 109 calculated from the growth of In . 
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However, further experiments cast serious doubt on the assignment 

of the 0.078 -Mev transition to the decay of Sn 109 in spite of the apparent 

equality of its half life to that. of the other transitions. In the course of 

the study of Sn
109 

two different qualities of cadmium en~iched in Cd
106 

were used. One consisted of about 60% Cd
106 

and 15% ed108
, with the 

remaining 25% made up of the other isotopes of cadmium in approximately I 

the ratio of their natural abundance. The othe r cadmium had the follow-

ing composition: 

Isotope Percentage 

i06 19.94 

108 0.65 

110 7.21 

111 39.16 

112 11.85 

113 4.14 

114 15:25 

116 1.80 

Th . h b ' f h' h h '" f S' 109 f' e expenments on t e aSlS 0 w lC t e actlvlty 0 n was lrst 

reported were done with the cadmium enriched in Cd 106 to '60%. It was 

found that the intensity of the conversion electrons of the 0.078-Mev 

transition was about equ~l to the intensity of the conversion electrons of 

the 0.658 -Mev transition. But when the latter type of cadmium was 

bombarded, the ratio of the conversion-electron intensity of the 0.078-

Mev transition to that of the 0.658-Mev t.ransition was approximately 20. 

For both types of cadmium the conversion-electron ratios of the 0.658-Mev 

transition to the 0.205-Mev transition in the decay of In l09 were in all 

cases, the same. Furthermore, when the targets were bombarded 

with highe r -energy a particles, so that the (a, 2n) reaction predominated, 

the intensity of the 0.078 -Mev transition relative to the 0.658 -Mev 

transition was higher by a factor of about 5 than when the bombardment 

energy was such that the (a, n) reaction was predominant. These re-

sults indicate that the 0.078 -Mev transition does not belong to the decay 



'., . 

f S 
109 

on. The fact that the yield of the activity giving rise to the 

0.078 -Mev transition is largest when cadmium having the relatively 

large amounts of isotopes with mass numbers above 108 is used 

suggests the possibility tliat it is due to an isomeric state in one of· 

the tin isotopes with mass numbers above 111. The existence of such 

an isomeric state has further corroboration in a previously reported 

18 -minute activity induced when tin is ~xposed to slow neutrons. 18 

This activity was reported in 1939, however, . and no further mehtion 

of it has appeared in the literature since then. Also the observation 

was made with a Geiger counter; hence, aside from the 18-minute 

half life , there is no additional evidence to identify it with the 0.078-

Mev transition. An attempt to detect the difference between the half 

life of Sn 109 and the activity related to the 0.078 -Mev transition in

dicated that Sn 109 has a slightly shorter half life. The best determi

nation of the half life of Sn 109 was done with a NaI(T I} ,crystal and 

pulse -height analyzer set to count 'Y rays above 0.60 Mev, and yielded 

. a value of 18.1 ± 0.3 minutes. The, observation of the decay of the 

L conversion electron peak of the 0 0 078 -Mev transition in the 13 -ray 

spectrometer resulted in a value of 19 ± 1 minutesl 

. The study ~f the positron spectrum of Sn109(Fig. 13) was compli

cated by several factors. Owing to the presence of appreciable amounts 
108 ' . III 

of Cd in the target material the 35-minute Sn was also pro-

duced in the bombardments. At the optimum ene:t:gy for the production 

of Sn109 the (a.; 2n) cross section is of the order of 1/4 of the (a, n) 

t ' h S 108, 1 . d d 5 Wh . t k ' cross sec lon ence n lS a So pro uce. . en we a e lnto 

account the time that elapses between the end of the bombardment 

and the first spectrometer readings, which was usually about 25 

, t 'th S 109 t' 't ' f th d d ' t' t' '~h "'" fl' t' mlnu es, en' ac lVl y lS ur er re uce reJLa lve .0::'" e.:con' '.le, Jng 

S 111 "Th h' h h S' 109 , b ' n' actlvlty. us, toget er Wlt t e, n posltrons we 0 serve, 

S Ill , t 'h h' f 1 5' M 'h h f n POSl rons Wlt . t emaXlmum energy 0 • ev, t e growt 0 

I 
108' , ...... f 108 

n 'posltrons corresponding to the 9 minute decay 0 Sn' and 
,. 

their subsequ,ent decay with 40 mitlute and 55 minute pe riods, the 

associated maximum positron energies being 3.5,and 1.4 Mev.
5 
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. "f"· 

27 min 

I 

ENERGY (Mev) 

18 min 

2 

MU-12320 " 

Fig .. 13. The positron spectrum :of tin sources taken 
approximately 25 minutes after the'end of the bombardment. 

. " The 'approximate initial decay tCltes of the diffe rent regions 
: pf the spectrum a,re indicated. 
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In view of these difficulties it was not possible to determine the positron 

spectrum of Sn
109

. Nevertheless, the following conclusions can be 

drawn: The maximum energy of the positron spectrum is greater than 

2.5 Mev. There is a lower-energy component with a maximum energy 

between 1.3 and 1.8 Mev. The ratio of electron capture to positron 

emission is between 3 and 6. The log it value associated with the higher-
\ . { 

e~ergy positrons must be greater than 5.7, whereas the log ft value of 

tp.e lower-energy positrons can be as low as 4.8. 

The intensity of the conversion electrons of theO.6S8-Mev 

transition when compared with the intensity of the conversionelecttons 

'of the 0.205 -Mev transitionin the decay of In 109 indicates that the con

version coefficient of the 0.6S8_Mev transition is greater than 0.02. The 

lower limit of '0.02 corresponds to the case in which every Sn 109 decay 

is accompanied by the emission of one 0.658 -Mev '( ray. The '(-'ray 
, 109. .'.".. .' 

spectrum of Sn (Flg. l4}i obtalnedwlth a 1" by LS" Na~(T1) crystal 

and a continuously recording pulse -height analyzer shows that the ratio 

of the number of 0.6S8-Mev '( rays to the number of Sn109 decays is 

0.30 ± .10. This value is based on a consideration of the efficiency of 

the crystal and the height of the 0.6S8-Mev peak relative to the height 
. . 109 ..... 109 
of the 0.20S-Mev. In . "', peak that remalnS after most of the.Sn has 

decayed. When this value\is taken into account the conversion coefficient 

of the 0.6S8-Mev transition··~s 0.07 ± .02. Tl?-eoretical conversion co

effiCients of an M4 and an E5transition fit t~is value. The E? transition 
. , . 

is unlikely because the theoretical single -particle estimate of the half 

life associated with such a: transiti'on is much greater than 18 minutes. 19 

The single -particle estimate of the M4 transition half life is 10 seconds. 

An empirical estimate on the basis of the known M4 transitions of In 113. 

and In 115 indicates 'a half life of 1 minute. An attempt to measure the 

hal~ life of the 0.658 -Mev transition by performing chemical separations 

of the indium from the tin activity and observing, the decay of '( rays in 

the region of 0.658 Mev showed that th~ half life is shorter than 2 
. . . . . 109 

minutes. Analysis of the '( and conversion-electron spectrum of Sn 

also indicates that th.e 0.33S-Mev transition is either an M1 or an E2 

transition. Since the '( -ray intensity of the othe r transitions of Sn 1 09 

was not obtained, nothing can be said about 'their multipolarity. 
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The experimental lnformation presented abov~ is far -from 
, f 109· f 1 sufficient to establish the decay scheme 0 Sn . ,However, some use u 

conclusions can be reached when it is compared with .theexpe rirpental 

information on oth~r isotopes of·tinand indium~The ground states of 
113 115 117 d' 119 11 o. ' f 1/'2 20. h Sn ,Sn ,Sn', an Sn a have a sp1no.. ,,'w ereas 

Sn 111 has a ground-state·spin of 7/2(+). TheassignmentoLthe spin to 

Sn 111 a'nd 5n
1l3

'is based on the observed log ft values and shell-model 

considerations. In this connection it is helpful to refer to Fig. 12, 

which depicts a similar trend of theg.round-state spins of cadmium. 

One would not expect the behavior of the levels of' odd-A tin isotopes to be 

very different from the behavior of the levels of 6dd-A cadmium isotopes 

when the comparison is made between tin and cadmium isotopes with the 

same neutron number. Thus, the change of spin from 1/2 to 7/2 in tin 

and from 1/2' to 5/2 in cadmiu~ occurs between the neutron number 63 

and 61in both cases. The spin of 7/2 for Sn 111 in contrast to 5/2 for Cd
109 

is not unreasonable, since ined 109 the 7/2 level is only 0.205 Mev 

b h 0 5/2 d E 'd o h O dO .' 0 .. S 109 a ove t e sp1n groun state. xten 1ng t 1S 1SCUSS1on to, n ' , 

one would expect a ground -state spin of 7/2(+) or possibly 5/2( +). Here, 
o f h dO 0 0 '0 f S 109 'd SIll b'" d t a compar1son 0 ,t e ra 10act1v1t1es 0 n'an n "can e use 0 

decide between the two possibilities . ' The work of' McGinnis 4 establishes 
·111 111' 

that'Sn 'decays directly to the ground state of In' by electron capture 

and the emis"sion of positrons with a maximum 'energy of 1'.5 Mev, and 

. the log it v'alue for this'decay is 4.8. McGinnis also reported that no 
111 

conversion~el~ctron lines could be identified with the decay of Sn 

His failure to observe conversion -ele:ct:rOrl' line sdoe,s not rule outthe 

possibility of some electron-capture and positron-emission branching to 

excited states with spins 5/2(+). 7/2(+), and 9/2(+) which are expected 

to be more than 0.50 Mev above .the ground state .. The .. 'Y rays associated 

with the above possibility would be relatively high -energyMl or E2 

transitions with very small conversion coeffiCients." In view of the 

difficulty of taking a conversion-electron:spectrum'of a 35 "'minute activ

ity with a·13 -ray spectrometer," they could easily have escaped detection. 

Admitting appreciable decay of Sn 111 to the above -mentioned excited 
111 states of In ,one would not expeCt this decay to measurably in-

volve the 1/2( -) state of In 111.;. -which is very probably the first excited 
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° 113 115 III 
state, as lnln and In These considerations on the decayofSn 

permit prediction of what one' would expect,to observe in the decay of 

. Sn109 if the spin of the ground state of Sn
109

!were 7/2(+). Owing to the 

g reate r disintegration ene rgy, 13 -decay branching to the highe r·excited 
109 states of In would be enhanced so that the conversion-electron spec-

trum resulting from the decay of these excitedstate.s would be stronger 
Ill· 109 .' 

thanin Sn . The 1/2( -) state of In would still not be expected to 

.:; 

be measurably involved in thedecay.';;The log·ft value of the highest

energy positron decay mode would be,. as inSn
111

, about 4.8 .. The 

observed <decay of Sn 109 is significantly different from the expected 

decay with the spin of 7/2(+) for the ground state.· ,A strong conversion-

electron line corresponding to a 0.658 '-Mev M4 transition is observed 

° h" d' f S 109 d h 1 f 1 f . h h O h (.l. lnt e ecayo··· n ,an t e og tvaue o·t e 19 er-energytJ-

decay mode is greater than 5,7, .The presence of an M4 transition 

indicates that the 1/2( -) state of In109 is involved in the decay to a 

large extent, and the log. ft value 'gre~ter.than 5.7 suggests that the 

decay of Sn 109 to the ground state of In 109 is forbidden .. When a spin 

of 5/2(+) for:the.groundstateofSn 109 is consicieredit.is possible to 

fit the information obtained for Sn109into a decay scheme (Fig. 15). 

'This decay sche.me represents one wayofaccounJing for the observed 

M4 transition and. the log.ft valuegreat~r than 5.7 for the high-energy 

cornponent'of Jhe positron spectrum .. One is led to conclude that of the 

two possibilities for the ground -state spin of Sri. 109, 5/2(+) is the prope r 

h o. Th h ° h d' t' ° 0 ° f SIll c Olce. . ec·ange In t.e groun-sta e spln.lh gOlng rom n to 

Sn
109 

indicates that the energy difference between the 5/2 and the 7/2 

levels is very small in both Sn 109 andSn
111

, as the chan~e in the 

energy difference between the. two levels in Gd 109 and Cd
111 

is small 

(Fig. 10). The decay scheme (Fig. 1-5) requires that the.first excited 

f 109 I . . 6 state 0 'In be 1 2(-) and be 0.58·Mev above the ground state. If 

we examine the energies of the spin 1/2( . ..:) states above the 9/2(+) 

ground states in In
l13 

and Inn~,we .find·that,the presence of the 1/2(-) 

state 0.658 ,Mev above the ground state is not unrec;tsonable~ 

.. ;, 
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Ene rgy of the 
1/2( -) state 

(M~v) 

0.658 

0.392 

0.335 

A possible explanation of the above trend is in the interaction between 

protons and qeutrons .. The interaction energy is expected to be largest 

when the orbital angular momenta of the proton and the neutron are 

equal. The mixed neutron configurations of the indium isotopes are 

expected, on the basis of the shell model, to include progressively 

stronger admixtures of configurations cont~ining paired Ih
11

/ 2 neutrons 

as the neutron number increases. The. lh
1l

/
2 

neutrons will interact 

more strongly with the Ig9/2 protons than with the 2P l /2 protons. 

Consequently, the 1/2( -) state, which contains more g9/2 protons than 

'the 9/2(+) ground state, is depressed relative to the 9/2(+) as the neu

tron nuinbe r inc reases. With these considerations in mind, the, ,ob-

dd fS 109 h' Illlh M4' 'th serve ecay 0 n suggests t at n·. as an Isomer WI a 

half life of seve ral minutes. Some explanations for the absence of 

information on this pos sible isome r arementionecl in Appendix II in 

. . h h d' .' f h d .' f I 109 Th connectIon WIt t e IScussIon 0 t e groun -state spIn 0 n e 

foregoing discussion lends further support fo the assignment of a spin 

of 9/2(+) to the ground state ofln l09 , and indi~ates that it would be 

h h 'l . t' h 'b'l' h h" . t f I III wort w 1 e to Inves Igate t e POSSI 1 Ity t at t e IsomerIc sta eo. n 

may have been overlooked because of the shortness of its half life. 
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SUMMARY ANDCONCL'USr'ONS" 
. . . '.) ", '. '. ,., ,. ', .. : :. ,'" i 0 9 

The positron, conversion-electron, and '{-ray spectra of In . 
109· ' . ". , '., ." '.' '.' ,,' 

and Sn were studied with a p-:ray spectrometerandNaI(Tl),crystal 

spectrometer with the following results: 
109 1. In decays by electron capture and positron emission with 

the maximum energy of 0.795 Mev. The associated log ft value is 

4.% and the branching ratio P+/E. C. is 0.068 ± .006. In addition to 

the four previously reported '{ transitions, ten more were assigned to 

the decay Of In
109

. The energies, intensit,ies, conversion coefficients, 

and K/L ratios were measured where it was po,?sible, and the results 

are given in Table 1. ,The energies of the transitions not listed in 

Table I are given on page 12. 

2 A 12 3 1 0 -6 . . .. f Cdl09 b d . . ± x -sec 1somer1C state 0 was 0 serve 1n 

the decay of In 109. The energy of the transition is 0.058 Mev, and its 

multipolarity is probably E2. 
109 . . 

3. Sn decays with a half life of 18 minutes by electron capture 

and positron emission. The positron spectrum is complex, and the high

energy component has a maximum energy greater than 2.35 Mev. Five 

'{ rays were observed in the decay of Sn 109 (page 26). The conversion 

coefficient of the 0.658,-Mev,{ ray is 0.07 ± .02. 

4. A 0.078-Mev '{ transition with a half life of 18 min, which is· 

also produced from cadmium by an (a., n) or an (a., 2n) reaction, must be 

assigned to a tin isotope other than Sn 109 in the region of mass numbers 

greate r than 112'> 

The well-established theoretical calculations of conversion co-

, efficients, K/L ratios, single -particle transition probabilities, and 

shell-model considerations were used in the analysis of the experimental 
. 109 . . 

results. It was found that In must be assigned ~ ground-state of 

9/2(+) and the ground state of Cd 109 a spin of 5/2(+). The energies and. 

spins of some of the excited states of Cd 109 VlZere also established and 

are presented in the decay scheme of In109 (Fig. 8). The most reasonable 

spin assignment to the ground state ofSn 109 is 5/2(+). 
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109 109 The spins assigned to the ground states of In and Sn and 

.to the levels of Cd 109 appear to be co~sistent with the present ex~eri
mental information on the spins of the other isotopes 6f iri.'dium, 

.,' 

cadmium, and tin. 

( 
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1. The Gamm'a 'T rah~itfons in.: the Decaydf'Indium -109 

;. :.:' " - -t .. 

_The expe.rimeQ.tC3.l-inf(),:q:nat~on on_,~~e. y tran,sHions o(;:curri!lg in 

. the decay. of In 1~( fr()m ,wp.ich .. moElJ o(theresults pres,e:nt~4)n X,able I 

,arederived -isd,iscus:sed bel()w .. Eacll.;subtitle g~ve~j,the::ene~gy,of the 

tran~ition unde rconsi4e-~,ation; 

'--} - , .. 

,0.2.05 Mev:. "The cOI1:v~:rsioncoeff~Gietltof}he ,p,.2QS,-:-¥ey transition 

was measured by means of a 2_mg!cm
2 

gold converter:calJl:lra~~d for 

efficiency in terms of the known conversion coefficient of the 0.172 -Mev 
III 4 

transition in 'the decay of In This measurement yielded a value 

of 0.070 ± .010. The determination of the K/L ratio of this transition 

was complicated by the presence of a weak K-conversion line of the 

0.227 -Mev transition in In 109, which cannot be resolved from the L

conversion line of the 0.205 -Mev transition. A careful analysis of the 

conversion-electron spectrum resulted in a K/L ratio of 7.6 ± 0 .. 4. 

Theoretical values of the internal conversion coefficient for M1 and E2 

transitions are 0.06 and 0.095 respectively. 21 The experimental value 

is in close agreement with an Ml transition. If OEle uses empirical 

curves of K/L ratios, 14 the observed K/L ratio of 7 agrees more closely 

with an Ml transition for which K/L is 8. The curves give 4.7 for an 

E2 transition. One can conclude that the 0.205-Mev transition is pre

dominantly Ml with a possible mixture of E2. 

The fraction of In 109 decays resulting in the 0.205 -Mev transition 

was measured by the same method as used for evaluating the positron 

decay ratio. It was found that 75% of In 109 decays involved this transition. 

From coincidence measurements utilizing the positron annihilation 

radiation and from a l3-y coincidence spectrum obtained with a stilbene 

crystal mounted on a photomultiplier tube, the positrons ::of In
109 

were 

found to be in coincidence with the 0.205 -Mev y rays. From these re

sults it appears that the Cd109 level that decays by the 0~205-Mev transi

tion is populated through the O. 795-Mev positron and electron-capture 

'I. 
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. decay mode. If the theoretical c::lectron icaptur'e to·positroribranching 

ratio of B;9 is accurate, then 83%.of the 0;.205 ::.Mev transitions are 

,connected with this mode of electron capture and positron :decay.' The 

remainder must be associated with electron capture to higher excited 
109 states .of Cd ,which decay to the level giving rise'to the 0.20S-Mev 

transition. 

0.058 Mev. The conversion-electronspectrurl) due to this transition 

is about 0.49 ± .03' in inteh~ity relative: to the strong 0.205 -Mev con

version-electron spec~rum. However, attempts to observe" rays of 

this transition with a NaI crystal were not successful, indicating that 

the conversion coefficiEmt is very large:. ,An estimate of the maximum 

conversion coefficient for which a " peak could be detected above the 

hIgh Comptpn background is approximately 5. $ince no pe~k due to 

a 0.058-Mev y ray was observed, the <;:onversion coefficient must be 
. . ., . .' 109" . . 

greater than 5.' The percentage of .In, dec:ays resulting in this tran-

sition is' on the order of 2.5%. 

The K/L ratiO',.of the 0.058 -Mev t!ansition was found to be 0.85 ± 

.08. Empiric::al cu],"ves of K/L ratios,14gi~e the following values for this 

energy: 

Transition 

. Ml 

11;2 

M3 

M4 

El 

E2 

E3 

E4 
" ~ I 

.. :., ' 

K/L rati.o 

7.5 

5.? 
1.6 

0.3 

3.3 
~ .' " 

0.8 

0.4 

0.1 

, 'TheEZ transition is the closestto the~'~pe:driiental value':.' Ho~e'ver. 
an M3 or an E3 tran~ition is stlll withiri the distribution of the empirical 

- . 

points £rom 'which the;'curve~ 'are de~fvJd: The 't:heoreti~al' ~onversion 
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coefficient for all these transitions is larger than 5,. A conside ration 

of the expected lif~times for these transitions can be, used to, determine 

the multipolarity of the 0.058 -Mev transition. Theoretical tran~ition 

b b '-l't' 19 ' ff" t 22' dl'f t' , t d pro all les, converslon coe lClen s,an ,1 e Imes assocla, e 

with the possible multipolarities for the O,058-Mev transition a,re listed 

below, 

Multi - y Tt:ansition Conversion, Meanlife 
polarity prob,ability coefficient (sec) 

5 104 , 14 
-6 

E2 x 1.-4 x 10 

E3 6 x 10-3 
15 1>1 

M3 2 x 10 -4 40,0 12.2 

The mean llves quoted above are expected to coincidewithexperiinental 

values only within a factor of 100. However, they are sufficient to 

reliably distingu.ish an E2 transition from ari'E3 or an M3 tra'nsition if 

the half life is measured. 

ThIS transition was expected to be'in delayed coincidence with 

K ~;,..rays 'and ve ry probably ~ith one or more of they rays observed 

in the decay of In 109, A y_ or x-ray detector and pulse -,height analyzer 

was connected to the trigger iriput of a Tektronix 514D oscilloscope, The' 

deflection input of the oscilloscope was coupled to a pulse -height analyze r 

receiving pulses originating in the detection of 0.030- and O.055-Mev 

K and L conversion electrons of the 0.058 -Mev transition. To accomplish 

this a special detector was deSIgned in order to insure suffiCient dis-

c rimination between the low -energy conve rsion electrons and all other 

more intense radiations, including the conversion elect.fons from the 

0,205 -Mev transition, ,positrons, and all the x- and y- rays accompanying 

the decay of In 1.09. An anthracene crystal ~f a thickness of approximately 

0.1 mm was mounted on the face of a 6292 Dumont photomultiplier, A 

weak source was deposited' on an 8 -mg/ cm
2 

aluminum, foil, which was 

placed about 3 mm above the face of the photomultiplier. Opposite this 

detector were placed a NaI crystal and photomultiplier, serving as the 

'. 
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detector ,for the other channel, and making a lighttight seal over the 

chamber containing the source and anthracene crys tal. The effective

ness of the low-energy electron detector is demonstrated in the curves 

of Fig. 16. The upper curve gives the pulse -height distribution with 

the source fa~ing the anthracene crystal, the low -energy electrons 

free to impinge upon it. When the foil holding the source was turned 

over so that 8 mg/ cm
2 

of aluminum intervened between the source and 

the detector, the pulse -height distribution had a greatly diminished 

low -energy component, since this amount of aluminum is sufficient to 

stop 0.065-Mev electrons. It was hoped that this arrangement would 

permit observation of the L conversion electrons as a peak in the pulse..:. 

height spectrum, but it is not difficult to see from Fig. 16 that this was 

too optimistic. The pulse height corresponding to the small light yield 

from m'ost organic scintillators for 0.055-Mev electrons is barely 
, . 

above the pulse height of noise pulses at room temperature,/whi:ch can 

be as high as 20 kev from anthracene. An estimate of an average 

number of 15 initial photoelectrons from the sensitive cathode reaching 

the first dynode of the photomultiplier per 55 -kev electron would indicate 

that the resolution of the pulse -height spectrum cannot be better than 

50%. Furthermore, the 0.058-Mev transition occurs in only 2.5% of 

1n l09 decays, so that K and lower-energy x rays make a comparatively 

large contribution to the low -ene rgy part of the pulse -height spectrum 

even though the effi.eiency of their detection is greatly reduced by the 

thinness of the crystal. In spite of these difficulties it is clear that 

the area between the two curves in Fig. 16 represents detection of 

the 0.058-Mev transition. With the pulse-height analyzer set to admit 

to the scope input pulses whose heights fall within this area, it was 

found that the pulses appearing on the scope were dif!>tributed in time 

with decreasing intensity from the origin of the sweep. The distribution 

was measured by counting visually the number of pulses occurring in 

10-microsecond intervals at different positions along the x axis of the 

oscilloscope picture. The results ar~ presented in Fig. 17, where 

the three sets of experimental points correspond to three different 
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Fig. 16. The de~1'Otion of the conversion electrons of the 0.OS8-Mev 
transition of In 9 with an anthracene crystal: 
A. Pulse -height spectrum with no absorber between source 

and crystal; 
B. Pulse -height spectrum with 8 mg/ cm 2 aluminum absorber 

between source and detector; 
C. Background without source;. 
D. Area representing detection of the 0.055- and 0.032-Mev 

conve rsion electrons. 
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regions of the x- and '{-ray spectrum that were set to trigger the 

oscilloscope sweep. The half life of the 0.058 -Mev transition thus 
. . -6 . 

obtained is 12 ± 3 x 10 sec. The upper set of points on Fig. 9 shows 

that the' 0.058 -Mev transition is in delayed coincidence with one or more 

of the '{ rays with energies above 0.205 Mev. Since electron capture is 

the principal mode of the decay of In 109, a positive result is also ob

tained when x-rays are niade t6'trigger the oscilloscope sweep. The 

'ratio of counting rates of delayed pulses for the '{-ray and the x-ray 

parts of the ,experiment are consistent with the results mentioned 

before, L e. ,that 2.50/0 of In109 decays involve theO.058-Mev transition, 

if the 0.058 -Mev transition is in delayed coincidence with about 80/0 of 

the '{ rays above 0.205 Me:v in energy .. ,This indicates that the ratio of 

the number of '{ decays with energies above 0.205 Mev to the number 

of In
109 

decays is on the order of 1/3. The greatly reduced ratio of 

the delayed counting rate to ,t.rigger rate when th~ 'Y pulse -height analyzer 

is set on the peak of the 0.205 Mev'{ ray indicates that the 0.058-Mev 

transition is not in delaye'd coincidence with the 0.205-Mev transition. 

The counts, that are nevertheless observed can be partly explained by 

the Compton background due to the higher-energy '{ rays with which 

the. 0.058 -Mev transition is in delayed coincidence but it is m~re 

'likely that the transi~ion isin delayed coincidence with the weak 0~227-

Mev '{ rays, which are partially detected since'the resolution of the 

crystal'{ spectrometer was not better than 150/0. It is significant that 

almost no delayed counts~ere observed with 0.8 mg/ cm
2 

of aluminum 

between the sburce and the detector or when the pulse -height analyzer 

was set to integrate the region of pulse heights above the low -energy 

component. 

For the ,purpose of establishing the multipolarity of the 0.058 -Mev 

transition, the method used in the half:-~ife determination is entirely 

adequate, since the result obtained definitely eliminates from consideration 
. . ' 

the E3 and M3 transitions. The 0.058-Mev transition is therefore an 

E2 transition. 
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Fig. I? 10 The half life of the 0.058 -Mev transition in the decay 
of In 9: 

. A. Oscilloscope sweep triggered by the gamma rays with 
energies above 0.250 Mev; 

B .. Scope triggered by K x-rays; 
C. Scope triggered by the 0.205-Mev gamma rays. 

UCRL-3538 
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0.227 Mev. Although this transition is not seen as aline in the conversion 

1 ' t ' f I 109. t ,',' 1 d 'h 't 1 e ectron s:pec:;,rum ,0 'n ',1 's presence l'S revea e w 'en an-ex erna 

gold converter is used (see Fig.' 5). The existe:nce o'f- this line also 

solves an apparent paradox in earlier measurements of the K/L ratio 

oLthe 0.205-Mev transition. 'The K/L ratio of this transition measured 

from spectra of the many sources prepared in the course of the investi-
, f'I 109 'd f :, t'" b h gabon 0 ,,' n varle' ' rom source to source , some Imes y as muc as 

200/0. Such a variation.was much 1argerthari the probable error calculated 

from aconsidera:tion of statistics, Geig'er-tubedead tim'e, and other 

intrinsic ~ rrors jn the method used ,to evaluate the K/Lratio. For a ' 

. given source theK/L ratio did not vary asa ftincti'on of tirrie, thus 

eliminating"thepossibility of a weak conversion line due to coincidence 

of some other activity having a different half life, with either the ~ or 

, L pe~k of the 0.205 ... Mev transition. The presence of th~ 0:227 :,'Mev 

transition in the decay of In 109 solves the apparent inconsistency in the 

K/Lratio measurements; The K-con'versiort electrons of this transition 

,a_re only 0.0025 Mev lower in energy than theL'-ccinversion electrons of 

the 0.205-Mev transition. It is dear that iheheight of the composite 

curve of two lines separated by a distance corresponding to this energy 

difference would be a function of the width of the hnes.' The width of 

observed lines depends on the thickness and area of the source in 

addition to the intrinsic resolution of the spectrometer.' With'sources 

that were relatively thick and spread over a large area ·thecomposite 

peak due to the' L line of the 0.205-Mev transition and the K line of the 

0.227-Mev transition was necessarily higher, relative to the K line of 

the 0.205-Mev transition, than for smaller and thinner sources for which 

the resolution was on the order of. 1.5%. The best"'source showe,d a marked 

deviation of the composite peak from, theexpe'cted shape of a single L 

line. The deviation was consistent with the energy of 0.227 Mev. With 

these conside rations in mind a quantitative analysis of the spectra gives 

ther,esult that the intensity of K-tonversion eleCtrons in the 0.227-Mev 

transition relative to the intensity of the K-conversion electrons of the 

0.205-Mev transitlon is 0.020 ± .007: ;, From this result, the conversion 
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coefficient of the o..227,..Mevtransitionis o..o.4;±.o.2. For a transition 
21 ,.' " 

of this energy, theoretic ql values, of conversion coefficients of only 

M 1 and E2 transitions are withir). 0..0.4 ± .0.2. 

0. 285 M C I · 'd f h' ... h d f I 10.9 . • ev., onc USIve eVI ence or t IS.transItlon In t e ecay 0 n 

is found only in the conversion -electron spectrum where the K-con

version line is well resolved from the neighboring lines. When an 

external gold coriverteris used the K peakdue to this transition falls, 

on the slope of the L peak of the much stronger o..2o.5-Mev transition. 

The K/L ratio of this transition could not be establish~d accurately 

because of the presence ofa o..325-Mev transition. It appears, ,however, 

to be greate r than 7, indicating an M 1 or an E2 transition. 

0..347 Mev. From the conversion electron spectrum the K/L ratio 

for this transition is 5.1 ± 0..5, which falls in the region of empirical 

K/L ratios of El, E3, or M4 transitions. The conversion coefficient 

has been estimated as 0..020. ± .0.0.8, which is consistent with theoretical 

values for eithe r an E2 or an M 1 transition. When both the'K/L ratio 

and the conversion coefficient are conside:r:ed the mulitipolarity of this 

transition is E2. 

0..427 Mev. The K/L ratio of 8 ± 1 and the, estimated conversion 

coefficient of 0..0.14, ± .0.0.5 are consistent only with an M1 transition 

when theoretical values for conversion coefficients and K/Lratios are 

considered. ' 

0..632 Mev. When indium sources were made from the a bombardment 

of silver, apeak at about 0..625 Mev was observed, The half life of 

this peak appeared to be 5 hours: hence it was belieyed that it was due 

to th~ 5_hourln 11o.m activity, in which there is a o..650-Mev transition. 23 

lJnless the shape of th~ line ato..625 Mev is studied very c:arefully it 

is easy to overlook the effectl3 of the 0..632 -Mev transition in In 10.9. 

This is a probablereasoh for>McGinnis I s failure to report this transi

tion.
4 

With the expected shape of single lines in mind, a study of the 
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shape of tlii~ hne andits"change' with' time':re~e~led. that it is composed 

of thre~ convers.ion-electron lines, two w~~hthe energi,es 0.620 Mev and 

0.632 Mevancl a hal(life of 4.2 ±.Q4 hours ,and the other, at 0.657 Mev 

with a half life of 5.1 ± .03 hours;' The ~ormerweretherefo'reassigned 
'109 ' , ", ' 110m 

to In, and thelatte r to In ' ".The conversion-ele,ctron intensity 

,of ,the, 0.63? -M,evtransition relative to the K-~onv~rsion electrons of 

the 0.Z'05-Mev transition was evaluated as 0.0 18 ± .004 .. , The 0.620 -Mev 

conyersi9n line is weaker than th~ 0.632-Mevline-bya factor of 4. For 

the same reason as mentioned above the .intensi.ty o~the, 0.63:2-Mev 

',transition could not be, accurately determined from the spe.ctrum ob-

, ~~ined with an 8 _mg/cm
2 

gold converter 'or with: the·,NaI crystal 

spectrom~ te r. Whei1i the shape of the c,omposite peakiri the Auconve rte r 

,spectrum, was taken into account, the valueoCthe conversiotLCo

efficient of theO.632-Mev transition was, nevertheless' estimated as 

0.0032 ± .0015·. ,This wo,uld plac~ the transition in the class of Ml or 

,E2 transiti6tfi) since, theoretical conversion co~fficients for a 0;632 -Mev 

transition in Cd are as follows: 

Multipolarity 

El 

MIl 
E2' 

M2 

E3 

,i 

Coq,ve rsion, 
coeffi,cient 

0.001 
I .. , . 

0.0033 

0.0027 

0.0086 

0.0066 

"', " 

i(' ,.-

"j: 

. ' .. '.~ \ 

", " ~.': . 

;. ~, 
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, II. The Spins of the. Ground St"l-t,e~of Indium:-l,09a l1d CadD;'lium -109 

The: experimental informatlon on the spins of levels of'oth:er 

odd -A indium isotopes provides sufficient material to prediclthe spin 

f h . "'" d . f 1- 109 'Th ,. '.: f" I 113 'd I 115 h ' , b o t e groun state 0 n "'. e spIns' 0' n an n " ,ave' een 

- estab,lished\as 9/Z.
20

In
lll 

has been assigned a '~pinof 9/2 with even 

parity as aconse'quertce of its well-established decay scheme. 10 Studies 

f .. . . - . d"'" ' h '. h ' th t b hIll 3 d I'· 115 h o IsomerIsm In tn IUm" ave s own a ot n an nave 

states with the spin 1/2- anti add parity as the first excited state. 10 The 

e'nergy of this 1/2(~) state abov~ ground state is 0.392 Mev 'for In 113 

and 0.'335 Mevforln.l15 .; The ground-state spin~'of 9/2(+) arid Jirst

excited-le'vels
i

pins6f 1i2( -) for nuclei with 49 protons ahd an even 

number of nEmtrons comply remarkably well with the sheIl-model level 

scheme for protons that was 'proposed by Haxel, Suess,' arid' Jensen. 16 

In this scheme a closed shell occurs at 50 'protons; the PI/2 and the 

g9/2 'levels are filled last. The spin of 9/2 and even parity result 

wheri one proton is mis sihg from among the ten possible g9i 2. protons 

and the two P1/2 levels are occupied~ The spin 1/2 and odd-parity 

first excited state is formed when one of the P1/2 protons changes 

to. the tenth avail~ble g9/2 orbit. Other excit'ed states are expected to 

occur at energies considerably higher than the ground state, since 

s;uch states would either require filling the g9/2 or P1/2 levels with a 

proton already occupying the lower P3/2 or f
5

/ 2 levels or by exciting 

the odd proton in the P1/2 level to a state in the next shell. On the 

basis of these considerations only 9/2( -t) or ,1/2(-) spins and parities 
, 109 

for the ground state of In need to be considered. Of these two 

possible spins, 9/2(+) is the more appropriate choice for the ground 
. 109 

state of In . The energy difference between the two levels is expected 

to vary as a smooth function of the even neutron number. If the 1/2(-) 

le'vel\ is 0.335 Mev above the 9/2(+) ground state in In
1l5 

and is 

0.392 Mev above the ground s tate in In 113, then it would be expected 
. III 109 

to be even higher above ground state In both In and In The 

absence of information on the possible isomer of In lll,/~ay be connected 

with the estimated short half life of less than 10 min if the 1/2( -)level is 
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more than 0.5 Mev above the g~ound state w~th a spin of 9/2(+). How

ever, the experiments o(Lawsoh and Cork
24 

and Bradt and Tendam
25 

were such that an isomeric state in In 111 would have beetrdetected even 

if its half life was 'less 'than-10 min. An explanatiori for the-nonexistence 

of an'M4isomer of lri111 
is suggested-by the order of levels-in In 115 , 

which is' known from the decay scheme of Cd 115 .. "Iril1~ has a5/2( +) 

state at 0.500 Mev above its' ground state. It is P'9ssible thalin In111 

the 5/2( f)' ;stateis below the 1/2( -) state, allow ing the decay:01 the 

1/2('-) 

state. 

1/2(-) 

state byacastade of M2 arid E2 transitions to the 9/2( +) ground 

Thus, the ab~ence of isomerisminlh
111 

tends to show that the 

state is higher in energy than the 9/2(+) state and that this energy 

difference increases with decreasing neutron number. On the basis 

of these considerations the ground state of In 109 must have a spin of 

9/2 and even parity. 
109 -

We now consider the ground state of Cd ,the daughter of 

In 109 . Cd 109 decays to the stable isotope Ag109, which has a 7/2(+) 

isomeric state 0.087 Mev above the 1/2( -) ground state. 10 The spin 

of 1/2 has been me~sured directly and the 7/2(+) spin of the isomeric 

state was - assigned on the basis of the agreement of the 39.2 -sec half 

life, the K/(L +M) ratio, and the conve rsion coefficient with those for 

the 0.087 -Mev E3 transition. There is no electron-capture branching 

to 1/2(-) ground state of Ag
109 

in decay of Cd
109

. The QE -C value 
. . 20 

has been measured as 0.16 Mev by a reaction threshold method. 

When the 470 -day half life of Cd 109 is' considered, log ft for this decay 

is on the order of 6.2. This value is still in the region of logft values 

for allowed transitions, The value of 6.2 also sugges ts that it maybe 

an 1 -forbidden allowed transition, 2 7 since the iallowed transition;:;' {b.
volving the same orbital angular momentum in the parent and daughter 

have log it values closer to 5. The possible lowest states of Cd 109 -

~an be limited to 1/2(+), 5/2(+), 7/2(+). 3/2(+) and 11/2(-) when the 

lowest states of Cd
111 

are considered. Of these, 5/2(+) and 7/2(+) 

for the ground state of Cd 109 are consistent with an allowed transition. 

Of ' the latter two, the choice of 5/ 2( +) agrees with the 1 -forbidden 
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allowed transitio ll indicated by the log it value .. When the shelL model 

is invoked, the 7/2(<<+) s tate in Ag 1 09 can be explained oniy qS,a 

(g9/2)3 J = 7/2 state resulting from the coupling of the. three- "holes" 

in the g
9
!2 proton shell,. 14 and the 5/2(+) state is ad

5
/ 2 state.,· The 

choice of 7/2( +), which is due to a single proton in ag 7 /2state 

according to the shell model, would give rise to a stricely allowed 

transition with no. change in orbital angular momentum. Theground 

state of Cd 109 istherefQre, in the 'order of likelihood, 5/2( +) or 

. 7/2( f); all.other spins suggested by those of Cd111 are inconsis tent 

with the decay scheme of Cd 109. 

/ 
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HI. Some Considerations Used in DerivingtheDecaySch~me Of'Indium-l09 

Thedisc~s'~i~nih Appen.dix It requires that the lnformation on the 

decay of In
109 

(Fig. 8)" rriustbe fitted together with a ground-state spin 

of 9/2(+) for In
109 

and either:a'-i (+) or -i- (+) spin for tne ground state 

of Cd 1 09. ' Acc6rdingly, :the arguments presented 'below show that the data 

on'the de'cay of In 109 'are entirely consisterit with a ground-state spin of 

-i (+)':forCd
109

, 'as against 7/2(+). The decay scheme in Fig. 8 is then 

derived as follbws. 

Since the 0.205-Mev transition is more intense than all others 

co.mbined; there must be a level 0.205 Mev above the ground state. 

Coincidence experiments show that the observed positron decay takes 

place to this leveL' Thetnultipolarity of the O.205:..Mev transition is 

Ml and the !3 decay is allowed, requi'ring the assi'gnment'of a spin of 

. 7/2(+) to theO.205~Mev level. The shell-model interpretation of the 

9/2( +) In 109 ground state and the 7/2( +) Cd 109 excited state as single -

particle' g9/2 proton and g 7/ 2 neutron ~tates respectively implies that 

the !3 decay is not £ ~forbidden. The leg ft value less than 5.5 is con-

'sistent with this interpretation; 
. ", .' 

Thelevel that decays through the 0.058-Mevtransition must be 

located 0.058 Mev above the ground state and must be assigned a spin 

'of 1/2(+) according t6 th'e following reas'oning~ The 0.058 -Mev transition 

, is E2 and occurs' in about 2.5%'of the Ifi109 decays, and its half life is 

12 x 10-6 sec. If the 'level in questlonisplaced 0.058 Mev above the 5/2(+) 

grourid state its spin must be either 1/2(+) or 9/2(+). A spin' of 9/2(+) 

must be 'ruled out as unlikely on the ba:sis of the shelLmodel, and also 

because an allowed !3 decay to this ievel would take place in contradiction 

to the fact that the transition occurs in only 2.5% of the In
109 

decays. If 

the level giving rise to the 0.058-Mev transitions is placed elsewhere, 

it must be aboye'theO.205 -Mev ievel and its spin. must be greater than 

9/2. Any other lower spins for the le'v~l would allbw'itto decay by El, 

MI, E2;or'M2 trarisitionsto the 5/2(+) ground state with ahaH life 

shorter than 10-.6 sec. According to the shell model the only spin greater 
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than 9/2 that could possibly be among ;the spins .. of the first few excited 

states of Cd 109 is 11/2(-). An E2 transiti()n"~~o~~<state with this 

spin would require a final state with a spin of7/2(-). The presence of 

such a state among th~ first excited levels of Cd
109 

is in, gross contra

diction with the shell modeL On the other hand, a 1/2(+) state 0.058 Mev c. 

above the ground state is consistent with tIle fact that no 0.147 -Mev 

t 'to 0 b 'd 0 hOI' . t f I" 109 ranSl 10n 1S 0 serve 1n t e converS10n-e ectron spec rum 0 n , 

since the expected branching ratio of th,e possible 0.147 -Mev M3 transi

tion to the 0.205-Mev M1 transition is on the order of 10-10~ . 

The 00632 -Mev transition, which occurs in abo.ut 300/0 of In 1 09 

decays, requires an allowed 13 -decay branch in addition to the one 

th;at populates the 0.205-Mev level. .. Furth~rmore, this level must be 

0.632 Mev.above the ground state, as required by the presence of the 

obse rved 0.427 -Mev transition, indicating that the 0.632 -Mev level 

also decays to the 0.205-Mev level with the emis~ion of a 0.427 -Mev 

y ray. When the 0.347·-Mev the 0.285 -Mev, and the 0.227 -Mev transi

tions. are. conside red, a level at 0 .285 Mev above the ground s t~te 

becomes necessary. The multipolarities M1.or E2 assigned to the 

0.227 -Mev and 0.285 -Mev transitions require that the spin and parity 

of the O.285-Mev level be 1/2, 3/2, or 5/2 even. The decay scheme 
111 

of In suggests that 3/2(+) is themcist reasonable choice~ rhis 

choice implies-that both the 0.227 - and O.285-Mev tr'ansitions are M1, 

and hence their branching ratio should be on the order of 1, which is Hl 
". .. ~ . . 

agreement with the observed intensities of the two conversion lines. An 

a~signment of.5/2(+) or 1/2( +) to this level ~ould be in conflict with the 
. . . . . -' -3 -

theoretical branching ratio (E2)/(M1) on the. order of 10 .. ' as calculated 

from Weisskopf's formulas for the transition. probabilities for "( emission. 

The level 0.632 Mev above ground stCite must then be assigned a spin of 

7/2 and even parity, since the 0.347--Mev tranpition was founc;l to E2. 
. .. .". '. - -

the 427.-Mev tra'nsition Mlf , and the 632 -Mev transition either M1 or E2. 
. . . , . \. . . 

The experimental branching rC!.tioy(632): y(427): y(347) is approximately 

10:4: 1. Weissk9pf's transition probabilities indicate the.ratio Ml(632): 

Ml(427): E2(347) should be 12:4: 10-
3 

if the transitions a~e.to be explain~d .. . '. . 

on the basis of the single -particle modeL Experimental lifetimes for 
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Ml transitions are scarce;.' there ate, hOvVever; several examples in 

which observed t~ansitiohs are slower thari'tlle theoretitalesti~ates. 14 

'So far as E2 transitions are concerned there 'is a·large arnount6f in

formation from lifetime ~easurements andiCoulorrib excitation cross 

sections indicating that the theoretical transition piobabilitie's' for single

particle transitions are much 'smaller than theexper'imentalvalues for 

transitions not expected lobe singh~ -particle'transitions'; 14 Since the 

transitions under consideration are not 'single-'particle:transitioris, the 

discrepancy between the observed brarichi'ng ratio ·and the theoretical 

single -particle estimate is not sufficiently serious to render the spin 

and parity as signmEmts invalid. It was mentioned above that the transitions 

are not single -particle transitions. This is clear if we assume the 

following configurations for the ground--state and the first three excited 

states as suggested by the shell model: 

Energy (in Mev) 

o 

0.058 

0.205 

0.285 

Spin and parity 

5/2(+) 

1/2( +) 

7/2(+) 

3/2( +) 

Configuration 
8 3 

g 7/2' d 5/2 
8 2 

g 7/2' d 5/2' sl/2 

7 d4 
g 7/2' 5/2 

g8 7/ 2 d25/2d3/2 

The second 7/2(+) state at 0.632 Mev above ground state could he any 

one or a combination of the following possible. configurations: 
5 6 722 7 Z' Z . 

g 7/2' d 5/2' g 7/Zd 5/Z s l/Z; g 7/Zd l/Zh 11/2' The t.ransition from 

these configurations involves at least two particles when the final state 

is the ground state, the 0.205-Mev state, or theO.285-Mev state. 

If the 0.632-Mev level has a spin of 7/2 and even parity, electron 

capture and positron emission to this level are allowed. The observed 

intensity of the 0.63Z-Mev y rays relative to the 0.205-Mev y rays is 

0.42 ± .ZO, and the ratio of 0.205-Mev transitions to In
109 

decays is 

0.75 ± .10. This estimates the fraction of In 109 decays to the 0.632-Mev 

level as 0.35 ± .20. The log ft value that follows from the above estimates· 

is between 5.0 and 5.5. If theoretical ratios of electron capture to 

\ 
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.[3+(0.368) can be estimated as 32. 
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expected branching ratio [3+(0.795)/ 

Figure 2 shows the .ef£~ct..of a positron 

spectrum with the maxir.num energy of 0.368Mev.in adclit,ion to the readily 

. observed O. 795~Mev spectrum. Dlle to the la,rgestatistical error in the 

points' obtainedafte rsubt. raction of ~he 0.795 -Mev, component,it is 

difficult to,verify the presence of thel()wer:-ene,rgypositron ~pectrum. 

The weakytransitions ha~i.ng the ,energies 0.325, 0.51q, 0.,530 

0.618, 0.710, 0'.805, and J.IS Mev can be fitted intotlle decaY,scheme 

in several ways., One of.the possible ways is. shown in Fig. 8. This 

wo-qld require another allowed electron-capture decay mode to a state· 

1.1.5 Mev above the ground state. Th~ total intensity of the assumed 

transitions from this level indicate that not more than 10% of the In 109 

decays take place to this lev~l. 

This work was done under .theauspices. of the y.S. Atomic Energy 

Commission. 

c, 
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